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Leng Guangmin’s works will make people instinctively raise some basic questions: why are they
in such a way? How can we summarize them? What’s their value? In fact, when people appreciate
the works of art and raise these questions, it means the works in front of them are challenging their
conventional perceptions. At the same time, if the works can quickly give “answers” to above
questions, they become well-behaved and safe. One of the themes of the contemporary arts is to
constantly break conventional thinking, so the existing concepts and judgments can never satisfy
the real creative activities. If the works can be summed up in a few words, all the study becomes
meaningless. Qualified contemporary arts are not created on the basis of “standard answers” or
“fixed ways”, but on the edge of thinking that is wonderful yet as dangerous as walking on the
thin ice, to create an unknown way of seeing and an unfamiliar approach of perceiving. In this
aspect, Leng Guangmin’s works provide clear and beautiful samples, which push the viewers to
calm down again and let their sight and thinking become slow and careful, and then lead them to
walk into a new field for meditation and discovery. This is also what I would like to share with the
viewers.

There is always something different than narratives happening in Leng Guangmin’s latest works.
For example, “Fruit Debris”, features a fruit plate, along with plentiful fruits in it, which has been
halved by a certain planar force. Only after being cut by this plane can this fruit plate and the fruits
obtain another face apart from the two-dimensional plane and gain volumes. What is the material
of the plane that has the ability to cut? Leng Guangmin says, since it is impossible in reality, it
may not be a knife, yet it can be a force, which is not as sharp or violent as a knife, but can cut
down quietly, slowly, and very clean and perfect. In other words: it’s a pure force.

Leng Guangmin’s works have always been looking for such a quiet and perfect force. The object
on the canvas can just be the recipient of the force and the medium that makes the “invisible
force” visible. For the works displayed in this exhibition, the force does not have to be showed
through cutting, sometimes just though space conversion. For example, in “Distance Related to
Barrel”, there is a golden barrel, most ordinary and featureless. Its golden tone can be seen as a
color or a gloss—because the gold itself is not a color, but a material. The barrel has been a plane
but the golden tone stretches up a space with its own texture, so that the white tone in both up and
down sides of the barrel develops into different layers of the space, rather than a canvas-like plane.
The force of the golden tone, with its detailed changes, has exerted a decisive impact on the
works.

“Force” is an abstract word, and force is also an abstract existence. It is like every word here or
every shape on the canvas, which seemingly has been defined by physical dimensions, but really
varies from person to person when working as a concept in mind: a word can be infinitely large or
small...Likewise, whether the force of a drop of water, the force of a look, or the force of a
planet...they have not only physical and measurable parts, but also the “metaphysical”,
immeasurable parts. Unmeasurable parts can be infinitely large: every word and every force can



hold up the whole universe; they can also be infinitely small: too small to stay in the time.
Therefore, what force is doesn’t matter; what matters is its origin, as well as its destination. Here,
the priority is the development of Leng’s works.

Leng Guangmin’s recent works can be traced back to the work “Symmetry” created in 2009. He
used paints mainly in white instead of oil paint to depict the detail of a shirt. Firstly, he pressed the
volume of the shirt into a plane in a way similar to print, and meanwhile added a materialized
volume to the plane with the paint texture. This work realizes a paradox about canvas:
planarization of vision and voluminalization of material. “To Cut a Flower” created in 2010 also
continues this attempt. The image of “flower” does not present the color and beauty of “the
painterly”, but becomes a collection of paints, embodying in the conflict between image and
material the vitality of material. In his works at that time, colors and lines are no long accessories
of “painting language”, but have their self-consciousness, which is the source of force in his
works.

In fact, it was seven years ago when the representative works of 21st century new painting
bench-marks got well-known in China. They came from a new generation of painters like Neo
Rauch, Peter Doig and Marlene Dumas. At the same time, new media represented by YBA(Young
British Artists) including Damien Steven Hirst，Mono-ha Art from Japan and Arte Povera from
Continental Europe, though coming quite later, did finally initiate passionate discussions in
contemporary China. In China, discussions about the imitations of European conceptual arts and
about sociology and chronology since “85 New Wave” were still the mainstream topics, while
experiments like “Yi Pai” and “New Ink Painting” also started to reflect on “Chinese tradition”
from the perspective of symbols. Among a variety of trends, Leng Guangmin did not try to follow
any sort of genres, ideas or narratives, but simplified the subject matter at the first place,
minimized the presented contents, and even canceled all the expression at “narrative” or “concept”
level. In an open context, he maintained an open vision and thinking; on the other hand, he
followed the opposite way, in a seemingly “self-closed” approach, tenaciously developing a dim
yet unique art path of his own.

By 2012, Leng Guangmin’s works have already begun showing their potentials in the
contemporary art scene. Although he could not clearly describe the certain “goal” of his, he
gradually found his own methods and beliefs. In this process, his works made an important change:
the material no longer persistently highlighted itself, but abolished the material volume and
created a planar image of the object while preserving the texture of material. In his works “Red
Light” or “On the Cloud” created in that period, the image of the object has always been
oscillating between the three-dimensional and the planar; their titles also suggest the visual shift:
“Red Light” points to the space or the plane where the bed is? “On the Cloud” points to the lower
edge of the Rococo-style furniture and the image shift based on the edge. Furniture seems to have
been divided into two—one firmly lands on the space, while the other becomes a planar
shadow—so that vision endlessly cycles in a simple relationship. The core of these works does not
point at a certain meaning related to the painting content, but turns its direction to the viewers’
vision. In the field of the composed painting, the sight itself moves like an electron in the force
field, opening an unlimited space for thinking. To see these works, in fact, is to see one’s own



sight.

The shift from painterly “contents” to the vision of viewers actually coincides with the
re-discussion about “ontology” by postmodern philosophies. In traditional philosophical thinking,
“ontology” refers to a constant “existence” that beyond human’s subjectivity and perception,
requiring a deep understanding by human as much as possible. However, in Heidegger’s
philosophy, “ontology” cannot exist independently but in the process of human perception of
foreign objects. Even time and space, have to be discussed within the scope of human perception,
and can’t exist independently beyond the reach of an observer. The significance of this shift, at
least, is to remind people of knowing themselves before perceiving foreign objects. Knowledge
can be acquired, but perception and inspiration can only be enriched through life experience,
through the gazing and questioning of one’s inherent spirit, and cannot be given by any theory or
knowledge. Leng Guangmin apparently perceived this in his own artistic creations, because even
if he knew Heidegger and later relevant philosophies, there was no way to be taught how to create
his own works. His creative practices yet resonate with the cognition of “ontology” by philosophy.
Art and philosophy are parallel but echoing to each other, and that’s what makes them interesting.

By 2014, Leng Guangmin’s creation methods have approached the works in this solo exhibition:
the manifestation of sight was no longer a main factor in his works but turned into the basis of
methods, and then he introduced the clearly-defined “force”. For example, in “Penetrate and
Reflect”, two lines representing force or light are eye-catching; and in “Implication”, the painting
seems to be cut apart by a streak of horizontal force. In his works like: “Green Corner”, force is
embodied in between the chair and the wall corner; And in “Half Scenery”, force rises in between
the canvas and a sort of external force that is cutting the canvas... If, in his previous works, the
sight connecting paintings and viewers was his creation priority, then now, it has been turned into
the medium for the force to be perceived along with the deepening of exploration. The forces, and
the relationship between each force, are the core structures of his new works.

The emergence of force is inevitable, and as previously mentioned, focusing on exploration and
questioning of one's spiritual world will inevitably bring about the perception of flowing force that
will certainly become the priority of artistic creations. This kind of force is also a starting point for
this exhibition, and it’s charming firstly because it is contemplative. Leng Guangmin’s artistic
creations are well-known for the depiction of everyday furniture and other objects that are
impressive to viewers due to their extraordinarity revealed in daily life. His artistic creation
delivers a positive sense of claustrophobia, just as how he is resistant against the external artistic
trends: he would rather focus on real things surrounded and his thoughts and reflections wherein
than weave any false descriptions. From this we can see that the essence of the
“force”—embodied as the visual relationship between objects in his works, however, comes from
his devotion and calmness, as well as the rhythm of his inner world.

Once the source of force has been discerned, it is easier for us to observe the variations in his
works and their flowing directions of the force in this exhibition. In a series of two paintings
named “Hidden Force” with red color contrasting to blue color, a straight nail and a screw nail
drill into one canvas and out from another one, which is clearly a strong provocation to the canvas



and reminds us an interesting story in art history: Fontana was famous for cutting the canvas, and
Richter had once added wound sutures in his early paintings to set his face against Fontana. The
“Hidden Force” seems to be on Richter's side and shows respect to canvas, but the force
embedded in it like a nail is clearly challenging canvas’s existence.

This kind of feeling is deepened in his two works named “Hotbed”, in which he manifests both the
warm and soft mattress surface, and its inner layer that is as cold as metal. Both works convert the
texture of canvas into that of the mattress’s. Relationship between the outside and the inside
intensifies the sense of existence for canvas as a real material. Under this pressure, it seems that
the canvas has to turn itself into the mattress. So as “Directional Bending”: for its content, the
green space is being cut apart, leaving a silver sunken in the middle of the painting and a bending
to both upper and lower spaces. With a perspective effect on the frame, the canvas is the only one
left on its plane. The “Break Confined Space” is also typical: the entire canvas is a cross section
due to fracture and even the trace of fracture is depicted by him…

Atmosphere in these works, the same as the above mentioned recent works such as “Fruit Debris”,
are tranquil, yet the destruction to virtual space and the tension therefrom under the calm surface
are strongly highlighted. On the other hand, it is this kind of destruction that gives the painting
background the sense of volume besides color blocks and makes it a virtual space. The
contradiction between destruction and shaping forms the focus of force. Meanwhile, the focus of
each work is different in appearance and form, but all of them are highlighting the threat to canvas
itself: it seems right to destroy it in order to manifest the painting more thoroughly, yet it is
retained.

Then, on the one hand, the canvas is respected, and no material is “beyond painting surface”. This
is a common action in today: the overlap of boundary crossing and material crossing makes art
works “more contemporary”, but Leng Guangmin is not an artist who seeks help from outside, he
prefers to find solutions in restriction. On the other hand, the role of the canvas has been
constantly challenged. There is no indication showing that the content is approaching painting or
“the painterly”, but instead making the canvas more and more virtual and unnecessary. Hence, the
canvas has to seek help from the painting surface and ally with it to find its actual ways of
existence. This also resonates with Leng Guangmin’s creation methods: He often pastes a
cardboard below paintings, which is not for the comfort in painting but to make the texture of
canvas smooth and tensile.

These works are no longer the same as “Symmetry” that treated canvas and material independently,
but turning the canvas into part of the material. From this, we have the clue of where the force
goes: the relationship between objects, which was manifested by the contents of his previous
paintings, now has spread to the whole canvas, turning the whole work into texturized visual
subject and force carrier. In other words, the entity constituted by canvas and frame has also
become the content itself.

This shift is significant: although canvas has been materialized, it maintains its two-dimensional
structure and restricts the space destruction or the twists of forces depicted by paints within the



plane, i.e. the virtual scope. Therefore, these forces can become unrestrained and vigorous at
visual and imaginative levels, and remain not just visual painting games played by comprehensive
materials. As his work “Blue Plane” shows, space in the universe can also be cut apart. This “blue
plane” possesses the abstract nature and, as described at the beginning of the article, the essence of
force—is infinite in terms of scale. The size in sight is no longer limited by frames—it can be an
infinite abstract plane. Similarly, when viewing the work “Volume” by this method, those
rectangular blocks can evoke perceptions and easily spread to the edge of imagination. The true
feeling of texture as well as the relationship between virtual existence and force, are united in the
visual logic; This is what Leng Guangmin has created in his art works, where lies a new way of
viewing.

It looks complicated to describe the observation and perception brought by his works in such
details, but Leng Guangmin’s own creation methods are composed of rigorous thinking and
logical structures. Thus, his works withstand the inspection of logic and imagination. Any
interpretation of his works is able to start from here. Force can be real, only if it is formed by
rigorous thinking and devoted creative actions; And on this basis, the conversion and transition of
force that are brought by content and imagination of his works can evoke the rhythm of
perceptions and undulating hearts. This is also where the “vitality” that often mentioned in
Chinese ancient painting theories exists.

Leng Guangmin once said, reading ancient Chinese painting theory gave him a sudden realization
of a new world with unlimited space to perform. And he is working freely in this brand-new space,
and forming a sort of private and personalized tacit understanding with ancient aesthetics. No
elements or symbols of “tradition” will be reminded of by his works, but he has perceived the
enlightenment given by the wisdom of ancient art, and has found a scale to measure his own
artistic creations. “Tradition” or not is no longer important to him because time is not a barrier
between contemporary arts and ancient arts any more.

Seemingly the force in his works has constructed a way of viewing exclusive to Leng Guangmin,
and will continue to develop. Then, where will the force go eventually? As mentioned earlier in
the discussion of Heidegger's philosophy: one must know himself before perceiving foreign
objects. In fact, the core of Chinese classical philosophy “Ge Wu” (meaning investigation and
research of things) is self-cognition, and any kind of observation, as a matter of fact, is an
examination of their own spiritual worlds. Leng Guangmin’s works are calm and elegant, yet the
principal force that has inspired them, is hidden under this appearance, is his ardent love in living
and life, and his faith in art for human nature. Leng Guangmin says that he does not like the direct
expression of emotion, in his works; the truehearted emotions must be controlled within a very
small range, and makes into the core of the creative process that is scientific, calm, and even
self-observing. Therefrom, everything becomes clear. Because of the rigorous tracks and
adventurous paths, the force that comes from the artist’s heart is constantly breeding new creations
belonging to this very moment. As for today’s global philosophy and art grow more and more
confusing, the most important thing is to rediscover the force that comes from the within. It is not
demanding for empty slogans but for endless and thorough artistic practices. Leng Guangmin’s
artistic creations undoubtedly have provided for this a valuable and promising reference.


